We blew it.
What we blew was the chance to see the Iowa Hawkeye football team complete its historic season. The fans were disappointed, but let's face it: a 9-1 record isn't exactly nothing to be ashamed of. We made some mistakes, and we'll learn from them. But let's not beat ourselves up over it. We're going to be better next year.
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opinions

The Joseph McCarthy memorial editorial

The John Birch Society

I went to Dee Motes last week to do some research for a story I'm thinking to write about people who place a high value on clean living. Among the people I spoke with was Darrel Kearny, who is a member of the John Birch Society in Bismarck, N.D.

His office was on Northwest Ninth Street in Dee Motes. It's called the American Indian Heritage and Cultural Center, and it includes a meeting hall, museum, and bookstore. The group is called the John Birch Society, a conservative right-wing group that was established in the 1950s by Henry Kissinger and the late Senator Joseph McCarthy.

The group is known for its anti-communist stance and its opposition to the Vietnam War. It is also known for its conspiracy theories, particularly its belief in a global communist conspiracy. This belief has led to a number of conspiracy theories, such as the belief that the United States government is controlled by a cabal of the wealthy and powerful.

The John Birch Society has been criticized by many for its conspiracy theories and its anti-communist stance. It has been accused of spreading misinformation and of promoting fear and hatred. Despite these criticisms, the group has a dedicated following and continues to be a force in American politics.

The John Birch Society is a powerful force in American politics and continues to influence policy and public opinion. It is important to be aware of the group's theories and to critically evaluate the information it provides.
Regents support plans to restore Old Capitol
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Campus notes

LECTURESHIP
Columbia College of Philadelphia, Pa., has been
in the University of Iowa campus
of the freshmen program. The
the House of the 18-18
in the University of Iowa campus

CANDIDATE HELP
planned to develop and prorogate
quarters to work up to
of the freshmen program. The
the House of the 18-18
in the University of Iowa campus

DANCE TONIGHT
Park Street Club, 7:30 to 10:00 p.m., will be held at the
ights of Wesley College, 7:30 to 10:00 p.m., and the
quarters to work up to
of the freshmen program. The
the House of the 18-18
in the University of Iowa campus

DRUG FORMUL
The University of Iowa's

DAY OF DAD
Registration forms for Ooc-

PORTRY READING
A representative of the
in the University of Iowa campus

Zenith introduces the 1972 look to the

DUAL DIMENSION

CIRCLE OF SOUND

299.95

Hagen's TV

OPEN MON.-THUR.
TUES., WED., FR., SAT.
UNTIL
SUNDAY CLOSED

Phone 337-8643
Corner of Washington and Dubuque
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BOB WELSH
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COUNCILMAN IN IOWA CITY.

Mark Welsh, U.I. Freshman
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Regents support plans to restore Old Capitol

COUNCIL RESTORATION
The City of Iowa has developed a

The resolution adopted by the Regents supports the restoration

ROUTE
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Stearns, from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Mall shopping center
Phone 337-3600
Free Parking

Open Sundays
12:30 - 5:30 p.m.
11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

...JIMM...
Arememberend of things past-

T. Bear: Handle with care

By RICHARD T. JOLLO

For The Daily News
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Film society offering

Ophuls’ film at IMU tonight

"Mademoiselle" directed by Max Ophuls, is a real dance through the stage of a French music hall and the kind of a film that demands fast-footing. In the story of a woman who tends to the dance it the character of her love is portrayed, and the story of a woman who tends to the dance it her love is improved by the disk of the dance and the music. The story of a woman who tends to the dance is the kind of a film that demands fast-footing. The story of a woman who tends to the dance is the kind of a film that demands fast-footing.

Some research "experts" say you can’t taste the difference between beers....blindfolded.

What do you say?

WHEN YOU SAY

Budweiser. YOU’VE SAID IT ALL.

nursing award

Nursing award of Merit. Today, November 24, 1934, 11th Avenue, Iowa City, Iowa, second floor, second floor. The award of Merit is presented to the graduate student who has been the most outstanding in the field of study. The award of Merit is presented to the graduate student who has been the most outstanding in the field of study.

That’s the tiling class rules...

The struggle in this country has taken so many lives and has left so many children who have been punished.

The struggle in this country has taken so many lives and has left so many children who have been punished.

Stop reading between the lines. Read the Guardian.
Hawks ever so close but not close enough

By KEITH GILLET

Daily Iowa Sports

Eating is sometimes the best revenge, for the Iowa Hawkeyes.

"I didn't know he could run that, but the offensive line was blocking well. He did a great job of evening the score," Cook said.

The Hawkeyes are 1-0-1 after two games and are looking to get their second win of the season against the Minnesota Golden Gophers on Saturday. The game will be played at Kinnick Stadium with kickoff scheduled for 12:00 p.m. CT.

Cook noted that the offensive line was key in the Hawkeyes' 21-14 win over Iowa State last week. The offensive line blocked well, allowing Cook to have room to run and find his receivers.

"We had a great blocking line last week," Cook said.

The Hawkeyes will need to continue their strong offensive performance to have a chance against the Golden Gophers, who are coming off a close win over the Michigan Wolverines.

"I think we have a good chance to win this game," Cook said.

The Hawkeyes are looking to continue their strong play and secure their second win of the season. With a victory, they will move to 2-0 in the Big Ten Conference and take a big step towards reaching their goals for the season.
Big Ten's top 3 still unbeaten

The Big Ten's top three teams remained unbeaten as Minnesota's Bob Purucker had to rely on the Gophers' defense to beat Northwestern, 20-7. Indiana had the opportunity to move into a tie for first with Northwestern, but the Hoosiers missed their chances when the ball rolled out of bounds on nest yard line and another fumble cost the Hoosiers a chance to score.

Minnesota, meanwhile, took on Michigan State last night in the school's second game in Evanston, Ill. and the game ended in a 10-10 tie. The Gophers' victory over Northwestern gives them the inside track in the Big Ten.

Gary Graham,
21 short of Clint Jones' school rushing record, never came close to it, either, as the Gophers carried the ball 10-10.
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Pirates win Series on Blass' four-hitter

Warmath: 'Sunderman good passer, can't run a lick'

"We hadn't expected him to be as determined as they were," commented Minnesota Head Football Coach Murray Warmath, after his Gophers stalled a 1-0 comeback bid with victory over the Iowa Hawkeyes. "We didn't think he'd have the stamina to run his way, we just thought he'd have put anything up broadly."

Warmath had praised Iowa quarterback Fran Sunderman, who said "He's a good passer, but can't run a lick."

"Sunderman looked good in the first inning, but his second was not so good. We go to him in a pinch of time and he looked hard-pressed."

"It's a good quarterback and a good field general."

About his own quarterback, Craig Curry, Warmath said: "Craig had a couple of pulls on him, and he hit a line drive to the left field wall."

About the time as Iowa defender apprehended Curry, the win and Murray shouldered back. "We played yesterday with a line-up that was all of his games and in one game."

On a more recent note, Warmath commented on the win's context when he faced pitching. "Two times we've been down here in an afternoon where there isn't enough heat. The hot, air doesn't seem to have any time."

"When you take a man and hit him, there's no time to go. After that, he puts him on the mound."

"Warmath commented on the pitcher's performance after the game."

"The only difference was that we had a real tough defense. Iowa's quarterback Craig Curry thought that he was going to be better than us, but we had a great defense that was there."

"We stopped him in the first half, but came back and struck out, it was our most satisfying win of the year."

"The past two games we've been getting our run across. This was the first time I've seen us come back out of that."

"I think we're getting better all the time. We've had a couple of tough ones, but I think we'll be better."

"We'll let him go, but we feel we'll be okay."

NEW COALITION FOR CITY COUNCIL

RAY ROHRBAUGH  
PAT SCHMIDTKE  
JOE SAVARINO

If you want:
• 24 Hour Public Transportation
• City Assisted Day Care
• Comprehensive, Future-Oriented Planning
• Expanded, Low Income Housing
• Improved Law Enforcement

VOTE FOR NEW COALITION

REPRESENTING ALL THE PEOPLE OF IOWA CITY

Paid for by Citizens for New Coalition -- David C. Ramsey, Chairperson

375 S. Linn Street

DYNA QUAD
4-Dimensional Stereo

DYNA QUAD
4-Dimensional Stereo

24 Hour Service

AR AMP

THE STEREO SHOP

338-9503

HEY!
LAST TWO WEEKS

THAT'S RIGHT TIME IS RUNNING OUT TO BUY YOUR 1972 HAWKEYE YEARBOOK AT THE DISCOUNT PRICE OF $5.00

You save $2.00 by buying your yearbook before October 31, 1971. Why pay $7.00 for a yearbook when you can buy one right now for $5.00. Do yourself a favor. Buy your Hawkeye now for $5.00 before October 31.

THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO SAVE.

PRICE OF $5.00

In any case, to receive a yearbook, you MUST order it no later than December 15, 1971. After that date, due to the limited number of yearbooks being printed, there will be no way for you to obtain one.

SO WHY NOT SAVE DURING OUR SALE?
BUY YOUR HAWKEYE YEARBOOK BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE!!

SIGN UP HERE.

Graduating seniors (by August, 1972) sign up now to get your FREE Hawkeyes.

Senior Yes □ No □

Junior Yes □ No □

Name:

Return to RON BODE, 113 CC, Hawkeye Office, U of I

Hawkeyes will bill you, if you prefer.